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Academia.edu uses cookies to customize content, personalize ads and improve the user experience. By using our website, you agree to collect our information by using cookies. To learn more, view our privacy policy.× Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone [Tntvillage.Exchange] visit this link: More information on this Harry Potter torrent and the
Philosopher's Stone - film information - children's film season, but not only, officially opened with the release of Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone. The wait has now reached its peak, in England and America standard receipts for the first weekend of programming has been crushed, with incredible rows outside the halls. Reason? Well, certainly millions
of copies sold from Rowling's books, then the social phenomenon (try to say the name harry potter in the school category and see what happens) not least the rampant card game, which, if possible, almost manages to be more successful than books and movies (Pokémon docet). The plot, for very few who don't know her, revolves around the story of a boy,
Harry Potter, who when he finishes his eleventh compleYears receives an invitation letter from Hogwarts, University of Wizards. A sudden event to say the least, as much as it is a mysterious Haggard (Robbie Coltrane/Golden Eye and The World Is Not Enough), a huge young man and gruff, accused of accompanying him. But this is only the beginning, Harry
will discover a kind of world parallel to what he knows, inhabited by people who, like him, can practice magic. What is even more shocking is the realization that he is the most famous person in this whole society. The film Chris Columbus (My Mother Missed the Plane), which benefited from rawlings' advice, is very faithful to the novel on every side. Places,
characters, dialogues, attitudes, everything follows the work of the writer, perhaps too much. While this proves to be one of the strengths, showing what viewers already imagine and avoiding shock, on the other hand is the weak point in the film. The rhythm of the book is certainly different from a film, and two and a half hours of Harry Potter can be
particularly excessive for a very young audience. In addition, the first long part is basically about Harry's amazement at his new status and the small gags that are created among the young characters. The director stays for a long time close to the heroes and on the script hogwarts punishing the rhythm of the narrative. Just later do not insert an exciting note
and the ambiguity of increasing viewer engagement. exceptional sets and special effects, but not too invasive in their constant presence, of The level of beautification of everything. The great casting is the ice on the cake. Daniel Radcliffe perfectly embodies the son of potters, as well as Robert Grint and Emma Watson as Ron Perfect and Hermione. Richard
Harris (Gladiator) as Albus Dumbledore, Alan Rickman (Robin Hood) as Snape, Ian Hart (Earth and Freedom) as Raptor, and Maggie Smith (Tea with Mussolini) as Professor McGranitt. Success guaranteed, the second film is already in production, so I just wish you a good vision. Phrase: Did you know... Do you know I'm a magician? Fun fact: Many adult
actors, such as Alan Rickman and Richard Harris, accepted the hYears segment mainly because of the incredible pressures of children and grandchildren. Valerio Salvi (filmup.it) Title: Harry Potter and the Original Stone Slabs: Harry Potter and the Sleax Dynasty: Great Britain / USA Years: 2001 Genre: Adventure / Fantastic Director: Chris Columbus
Production: Heday Films, Warner Bros. Distribution: Warner Bros. Release Date: December 6, 2001 (cinema) Cast: Daniel Radcliffe, Robert Grint, Emma Watson, Richard Harris, Ian Hart, Robbie Coltrane, Maggie Smith, Julie Walters - Plot - This is Harry's first year at the Hogwarts School of Magic and Magic. On the occasion of his eleventh compleYears he
discovered that he was not an ordinary child, orphaned by his parents and raised by his uncles, Petunia and Dorsley Vernon, but he was actually the son of witches, Lily and James Potter... - DivX specifications - size: 1404 MB (or 1,437,984 kb or 1,472,495,616 bytes) Duration: 02:3 0:23 (225,585) Video Coding: Sved Video Bit Rate: 851 KB/s Resolution:
624x256 (2.44:1) [2.44:1) [2.44:1) = 39:1 1 FPS (frames/s): 25,000 QF (frame quality): 0.213 bits/pixel audio encoding: ac3 (0x2000) Dolby Labs, Inc. sound bit rate: 4 48 kb/s (6 ch) CBR FreBr QQ Sound: 48,000 Hz visit Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone 2001 Streaming: Harry Potter orphan is raised by uncles, who hate him. Harry therefore joyfully
agrees to attend magic classes at Hogwarts School, where he will experience extraordinary experiences... Source the Harry Potter plot and the Stone Slots streaming information Mystream HD Jetload HD Wstream HD watch this movie in full HD download this movie in full HD HD high definition fantasy adventure actors: Daniel Radcliffe, Robert Grint, Richard
Harris Harry Potter live with uncles and cousins from an early age after the death of his parents. relatives don't like him at all Harry is about to turn eleven He is also badly seen for some of his magical abilities. It is because Harry is the son of witches and begins to receive messages, and grab them regularly, brought by owls. Giant Hagrid will have to come to
personally deliver one to him because he can learn to expose the ammespoilero state to attend hogwarts school of magic and heal. His uncles couldn't do anything more at this point and Harry arrived at school where he learned that his name was already known and where he discovered that he had natural magic skills. This is only the beginning of his
adventures inspired by the now famous J.K. trailer sold out of the Harry Potter movie trailer book live with the arrogant Uncle Vernon, the cruel aunt Peytonia, and a volatile and spoiled cousin dudley. as he used to sleep in the closet under the stairs. The Dorsleys, his only relatives, agreed to welcome him when he became an orphan: the boy's presence only
reminded Petunia of his extraordinary sister and that it was of no use to his brother-in-law. Not even the imminent arrival of the 11th birthday excites Harry, who is now accustomed to celebrating without greeting cards or gifts. But this year everything will be different. This is the story of Harry Potter, an ordinary eleven-year-old boy who works as a slave to his
aunt and uncle who discovers that he is in fact a magician and has been invited to attend hogwarts school of magic and magic. Harry was snatched from his worldly presence by Rubius Hagrid, the gardener of Hogwarts, and quickly thrown into a totally strange world for him and the viewer alike. Harry is known for his accident at birth, and makes friends
easily at his new school. Soon, however, he discovers that the magical world is much more dangerous to him than he imagined and quickly learns that not all processors are confident. Genre: Fantasy,Director: Chris Columbus,Year: 2001Durate: 152 minQuality: HDRegia: Chris Columbus: Maggie Smith , Richard Harris , Robbie Coltrane , Saunders
Triplets,Added from: CarloLastEd from: Carlodata Last Amendment: November 19, 2020 - 14:49 + Info: Taken from the first novels of J.K. Rowling, a very special cinematic event because it is the natural result, a refined and popular illustration of a literary phenomenon around the world. Reading such a rich and closed text, cinema is shameful and glorified.
He nostalgics himself by bending to almost absolute devotion to the novel, turning the white screen into an album glue posters and positions sent to the heart by viewers. Enhances with excellent casting; With style, Joe, all British grains; The Le sceneggiatore e gli attori sono un tramite tra lo spazio romanzesco e i lettori-spettatori. Cuscinetti oleati de una
travolgente macchina delle meraviglie e dei balocchi. Verosimili interpreti di una fantasticheria che percorre la vecchia strada che porta dall'infanzia alla maturità. Daniel Radcliffe Harry Potter Robert Grint Ron Wesley Emma Watson Hermione Granger Richard Harris Albus Dumbledore Tom Felton Draco Malfoy Allan Rickman Severus Severus Ruby
Coldryan Haggard Maggie Smith Minerva McGonagall Richard Griffiths Vernon Dorsley Ian Hart Professor Quirrell / Voldemort Fiona Shaw Petunia Dorsley John Hurt Garrick Olek Sunder David Bradley Ariel Welch Matthew Lewis Neville Longbottom Sean Akbarstaff Oliver Wood Warwick Davies Goblin Bank Teller / Philius Fleetwick Harry Miling Dudley
Dorsley James Phelps Fred Wesley Oliver Phelps George Wesley John Cleese Almost Headless (Sir Nicholas) Chris Rankin Percy And Alfred Enoch Dean Thomas Thomas Devon Murray Seamus Finnegan Jimmy and Elliot Vincent Krabi Josh Herdman Gregory Joel Zoe Wanamaker misses Hotch Jolly Walters Molly Bonnie Wright Jenny Easley Luke
Youngblood Lee Jordan Vern Troyer Greyburg Adrian Rawlins James Potter Geraldine Somerville Lily Potter Elizabeth Spriggs Fat Lady Richard Bremer Lord Voldemort Nina Young Mrs Grey Terence Baylor Bloody Baron Harry Taylor Station Guard (uncredited) Jean South Dimblet Woman On the train (uncredited) Leslie Phillips hat sorting (voice) Simon
Fisher Baker Fat Monk Derek Hading Tom Ray Veron Firenze (Voice) Eleanor Columbus Susan Bones Ben BorowieckiDiagon Alley Boy Daniel Tabo Angelina Johnson Night Sutherland Speight Emily Del Katie Bell Will Theaxton Marcus Scott Veer Verne Terrence Higgs triplets baby Harry Potter (undedicated) Kerry Kennedy baby at the zoo (undedicated)
Lily Hoffman Augusta Longbottom (undedicated) schoolgirl Julian Hogoverts (undedicated) Zoe Sog girl in the dose class (undedicated) Jimmy in The Goblin (Unrepeated) cast al Chococo
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